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Blue Chimps NFT are proud to announce the launch and
minting of 1000 Blue Chimps NFTs on November 20th
2021 during an online event with 4 time @NBA Champion,
NFT Collector and Entrepreneur Shaquille O’Neal with
other notable guests.
The Blue Chimp NFT’s are the ground floor for multiple NFT
airdrops which will be created and minted from HYPE NFT
platform. By holding one of the exclusive Blue Chimp NFT’s, you
will be rewarded with future deployments created by HYPE NFT.
Yes, by holding one of our precious Blue Chimps means that you'll
be able to go to the website, and mint new FREE NFT's from hype
upcoming launches. Not only will you get free mints, but ask us
during our AMA's how you may get fractionalized ownership of big
name NFT's like Bored Apes, or Crypto Punks.

We Get You in For $0 on HYPE NFT Launches

Regardless of chain, you'll get an opportunity to vote on hype NFT
launches, based on art, price, and expected price increase on the
artwork.


Holders Mint FREE NFTs

At ZERO Cost to Holders, Regardless of chain, we will offer exclusive drops on chains like ETH,
Polygon, and SOL, this high-ticket, and hyped launches will give exclusive first rights of
purchase, after purchasing in bulk, we will distribute to our holders via FREE claiming on our
website. You must be one of the 1,000 holders of BLUE CHIMPS to claim FREE mints.

Simply come back to this site, and tap the mint button on homepage once the timer runs out. If
you're one of the first to join, you'll be granted the ability to MINT a Blue Chimp in exchange for
BNB. Once purchased the Blue Chimp will show up in your CryptoWallet, and be instantly
tradable with other investors. Our first FREE NFT launch is in Mid-Nov, by holding a Blue
Chimp, you'll be able to come back to our website and mint FREE hype ETH NFTs once the
project releases. Thus, allowing our holders to continue to build wealth, and leverage on NFT
their own NFT portfolio, without actually having to fight in gas wars, or wait in lines for whitelist.

Future deployment in project road map includes, NFT Vault, Customized Purchases with other
projects, Vault Profits with governance and free NFT’s, where you never miss a Hype launch
again!

Cross-chain connections and partnerships include, Dapper, Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain,
Bored Apes Yacht Club, CryptoPunks, OpenSea and ChangeNow. 

For more information, join the Blue Chimps NFT community in Twitter, Telegram or Discord
where you will interact with all of the other members enjoying this thriving space to discuss Blue
Chimps NFT.

Website:
Twitter:
Telegram:
Discord:	

https://www.blue-chimp.io
https://twitter.com/BlueChimpz
https://t.me/BlueChimps
https://t.co/pHlmrcTuqt?amp=1

[Disclaimer: Readers should do their own research about all digital assets, NFT’s and brands mentioned by
Gokhshtein Media. The content shown here is educational information only and should not be considered financial
advice, or direction to buy, trade or invest in any products or cryptocurrencies. The data and news shared here does
not reflect the opinions, policies of Gokhshtein Media or the laws regulating brands such as mentioned above. Any
action made by persons based on this information is done at their own risk.]

